NMDOT has provided information pertinent to Roadways and Bridges owned by the State of New Mexico. The bridges designated in Red (Circle) on these County Maps for the Cotton Seed Module’s operation can not carry the designated loads of the Cotton Seed Modules. The bridges designated in Orange (Triangle) on these County Maps for the Cotton Seed Module’s operation may be crossed at 15MPH for the designated loads of the Cotton Seed Modules. Copies of these maps shall be in the possession of the driver of the Cotton Seed Module.

NMDOT is not responsible for bridges owned by other governmental entities or agencies, private individuals or other entities, including Federal Agencies. The Cotton Seed Module Owner shall obtain permission from the other governmental entities or agencies, private individuals or other entities, including Federal Agencies to use their respective facilities, i.e. roadways and bridges.

Vehicle Requirements
Vehicle width no wider than 9 feet
Vehicle Length no longer than 48 feet
Vehicle Height no higher than 14 feet 6 inches
Grossweight no greater than 59,400 lbs
Load not to be transported for a distance greater than 75 miles
Vehicle is not to be operated on highways for which a more strict size or weight is required